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The Regressive Costs of Drinking Water Contaminant Avoidance

Kelly Hyde
University of Pittsburgh

Abstract

Up to 45 million Americans in a given year are potentially exposed to contaminated drinking water, increasing their risk of adverse health outcomes. Existing literature has demonstrated that individuals respond to drinking water quality violations by increasing their purchases of bottled water and filtration avoidance, thereby avoiding exposure to contaminants. This paper demonstrates that poorer households, for whom the costs of avoidance comprise a greater share of disposable income, bear disproportionate costs of water quality violations in the United States. Following a health-based water quality violation, poor households’ expenditure on nutritious grocery products in a nationally representative panel differentially decreases by approximately $7 per month. This is associated with a decrease of about 1,500 calories per household member per day, placing these individuals at a higher risk of food insecurity. This finding suggests that the indirect costs of drinking water contamination through economic channels exacerbate health disparities associated with poverty.

1 Introduction

According to the Environmental Protection Agency’s budget proposal for fiscal year 2020, over 7% of the United States’ population served by community water systems receives water that does not meet at least one health-based drinking water standard established by the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974—at least the ones we know about. Monitoring and enforcing water quality standards is a massive undertaking, requiring periodic sample collection at the almost 400,000 public water systems registered in the EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS), testing by certified labs for a broad panel of regulated contaminants, and legal proceedings in the event of an unresolved violation. Given the many layers of coordination required on a national scale, it is
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unsurprising that an estimated 26-38% of violations are either unreported or erroneously recorded in SDWIS (Allaire et al. 2018, United States Environmental Protection Agency 2000), and many of those which are accurately recorded take several months to return to compliance. According to the EPA, serious health-based violations are “expected to be resolved within six months” (United States Environmental Protection Agency 2020); however, many are not. For example, during the high-profile violation of water quality standards in Flint, Michigan, when the maximum contaminant level for trihalomethanes was exceeded in December 2014, return to compliance was not achieved until 9 months later.²

As customers wait for the supplier to fix the problem, either voluntarily or following legal action by the state or federal government, many purchase bottled water or filtration devices in order to avoid contaminants (Allaire et al. 2019, Zivin et al. 2011). Expenditure on avoidance methods has been used in the environmental economics literature to estimate the willingness to pay (WTP) for water quality improvements (Brouwer et al. 2015, Brox et al. 2003, Johnston and Thomassin 2010, Rodriguez-Tapia et al. 2017) and similarly for air quality improvements (Freeman et al. 2019). Prior literature using survey-based elicitation methods has estimated average WTP for water quality improvements of between $5 and $15 per month in 2020 U.S. Dollars (Brox et al. 2003).

While enforcement of water quality standards is publicly funded, the costs of avoidance are privately borne, and do not scale with income in the absence of targeted subsidies. Thus the need to avoid contaminated water is a regressive income shock. The amount of water required for survival is not a function of income or preferences, so a wealthy household and a poor household with the same number of occupants would need to obtain similar amounts of bottled water to replace their tap water consumption. However, the cost of this bottled water has a different impact on each household’s budget—the wealthy household, unlikely to be budget-constrained, can add bottled water purchases onto their existing consumption patterns, while the poor household is much more likely to need to forego other purchases to fit the cost of avoidance into their budget. Thus poorer households face a difficult trade-off: either maintain current consumption and risk exposure to contaminated water, or purchase avoidance and make sacrifices elsewhere.

In this paper, I show that during an active water quality violation in SDWIS, monthly expenditure on groceries declines among households with income below 200% of the federal poverty line by an average of $7.23 per month, but is unchanged for those with higher income. As a consequence, purchased calories per household member declines by almost 1,500 per month, just under the average recommendation of 2,000 calories per day. An event study specification confirms that this decline accumulates over the duration of an active violation, resulting in larger effects for violations that take longer to return to compliance. The estimated declines in household grocery consumption coincide with increases in demand for bottled water and filtration devices which are proportionally

²Perhaps surprisingly, a water quality violation associated with lead levels never appeared in SDWIS, even though the Flint water crisis is most commonly associated with lead in the water. This is likely in part because lead typically enters the household water supply through the corrosion of pipes near the household, rather than contamination occurring earlier in the distribution network.
This finding contributes to multiple literatures on the economics of natural resources, poverty, and nutrition. Improvements in potable water supply have been linked to increases in happiness (Devoto et al. 2012), decreases in obesity risk (Ritter 2019), decreases in overall mortality risk (Clay et al. 2014, Ferrie and Troesken 2008, Troesken 2004), and increases in human capital accumulation (Ao 2016, Beach et al. 2016, Troesken et al. 2011). These outcomes have also been linked to improvements in nutrition, especially among infants and children (Adhvaryu et al. 2019, Anderson et al. 2016, Frisvold 2015, Hoynes et al. 2011, 2015, Hoynes and Schanzenbach 2009, Köhler et al. 2017). The findings in this paper suggest a potential link between these parallel literatures: in addition to the direct benefits of water supply improvements, poor households may additionally benefit from a positive income effect as improvements to water supply allow them to reallocate their spending on avoidance devices to other nutritious products. Taking this income effect into account increases the long-run value of residential water infrastructure improvements, for which the EPA requested over $2 billion in fiscal year 2020 citing broad prevalence of outdated water systems.

This paper also contributes to the literature on the spatial and intergenerational nature of poverty in the United States. The notion that “zipcode is destiny” (Chetty et al. 2018) may be partially explained by spatial heterogeneity and persistence in the quality of the residential water supply. For several reasons, including the construction of lead pipes in the early 20th century (Clay et al. 2014), the location of cities either upstream or downstream of major sources of pollution (Jerch 2018), and historical to present-day environmental injustice (Schaider et al. 2019, Switzer and Teodoro 2018), water quality violations are not evenly distributed across space. Particularly for children, since many of the known health and developmental conditions caused by contaminated water supply are associated with early-life exposure (Beach et al. 2016, Clay et al. 2014, Valent et al. 2004), living in an area with persistent water quality violations increases the risk of conditions that in turn reduce the likelihood of getting out of poverty. If poor water quality requires families to choose between avoidance and adequate nutrition, children are placed in a lose-lose situation, as either choice is likely to have negative consequences for their development. While this paper focuses on the short-term impacts of water quality violations to limit threats to causal identification, the results are consistent with correlational disparities in food security based on an area’s history of water quality violations (see Figure 1).

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the data used to construct the water quality violation and household consumption measures. Section 3 describes the results. Section 4 discusses the limitations and areas for further research. Section 5 concludes.

2 Data and Empirical Strategy

2.1 Data

To assess the differential effect of water quality violations on poor households’ budget constraints and resulting nutrition, this paper combines household-level panel data on grocery and department
store purchases, nutritional information on grocery products, and administrative records of water quality violations and enforcement activities. Each data source is described below.

*Household consumption data.* Measures of monthly household consumption were constructed from the Nielsen HomeScan Consumer Panel, a nationally representative panel of households’ retail purchases, from 2004 to 2016. The panel contains 168,772 unique households spanning 2,967 counties in the United States, and includes purchase dates, quantities, and prices paid for about 4.9 million unique Universal Product Codes (UPCs). The demographic information provided about each household includes zip code of primary residence, number of residents, annual income, and the gender, race, age, and occupation of each resident. Whether or not a household’s income exceeds 200% of the federal poverty line was calculated based on the reported household income and number of residents, including children.

*UPC-level nutrition facts data.* The UPC-level consumption data in the Nielsen HomeScan Consumer Panel was merged with the FoodData Central database of nutrition facts for over 300,000 grocery products sold in the United States (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service 2019). FoodData Central reports all information included in a product’s legally mandated nutrition facts label, including calories, fat, carbohydrates, sugars, and protein per serving. While the majority of the most frequently purchased branded products in the Nielsen HomeScan Consumer Panel are represented in the FoodData Central data, these only comprise about 13% of all unique UPCs purchased by households between 2004 and 2016. Thus to obtain a more complete representation of household nutrition, the average nutritional content per serving for each of the 1,227 product modules specified by Nielsen (e.g. “Fruit Drinks and Juices - Cranberry,” “Soft Drinks - Carbonated,” “Granola & Yogurt Bars”) was calculated and imputed for products not included in the FoodData Central database.

*Water quality violations and enforcement data.* The incidence, timing, and type of water quality violations were determined at the county level from the EPA Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS) database, an administrative dataset that records public water system facility locations and populations served, site visit logs, and various types of water quality standard violations. Health-based violations, which are failures to adhere to established maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) for regulated contaminants such as lead, arsenic, and nitrates or related treatment protocols, are the focus of this paper. SDWIS also separately categorizes some health-based violations as acute when the violated MCL poses an immediate threat to customers’ health.

I classify household \( i \) in county \( j \) as under an “active violation” in month \( t \) if there exists a health-based water quality violation recorded in SDWIS for a water supplier that serves at least 500 customers in county \( j \) for which public notification has been requested by state or federal authorities prior to month \( t \) and compliance has not yet been achieved by month \( t \). Because each

---

3 For a zip code based specification which trades off sample size for enhanced geographic specificity, see Appendix Section A.

4 This eliminates “Very Small” water suppliers, which include restaurants, office buildings, and other public institutions that are required to report to state or federal water quality monitors but do not provide water to households on a large enough scale for households in the panel to plausibly be affected. This cutoff was also used in Allaire et al. (2018), citing different reporting requirements and less reliable data from “Very Small” systems.
individual household’s water supplier is not observed, there is uncertainty regarding whether or not household \(i\) is actually affected by the violation. The results should thus be interpreted as “intent-to-treat” rather than the “treatment on the treated.” Because entirely unaffected households should not respond to these violations, this attenuates estimates, and thus the estimated effects in this paper should be considered a lower bound.\(^5\)

For both the panel fixed-effects and event study specifications, I restrict the sample in three ways. First, I only include households that experience at least one health-based water quality violation during the sample period, which comprise about 35% of the overall consumer panel sample. As is evident in Figure 1, many counties do not have any active violations during the sample period. Those that do are a selected subsample of counties that are more rural and lower-income than average, meaning that comparisons along the extensive margin of water quality violations may be confounded by unrelated differences, especially if those differences are time-varying. Instead, this sample restriction means that the differential timing of water quality violations across counties is used to identify the effect of those violations on household consumption. Second, I restrict to households for which the classification of above or below 200% of the federal poverty line does not change during the sample period to avoid biased estimates from large increases or decreases in a household’s income over time that may coincide with water quality violations. Finally, I only count violations as “active” if they have both relevant dates recorded in SDWIS (the date public notification was requested and the date of return to compliance).

2.2 Empirical Strategy

2.2.1 Panel Fixed-Effects Regression

Using the above data sources, the following panel fixed-effects model was estimated:

\[
TotalExp_{it} = \delta_1 ActiveViolation_{it} \times Below200PctFPL_i + \beta_1 ActiveViolation_{it} + i + t + \epsilon_{it}
\]

where \(Below200PctFPL_i\) is a dummy that equals 1 when the household’s total income does not exceed 200% of the federal poverty line based on the household’s number of residents, \(ActiveViolation_{it}\) is a dummy variable that equals 1 when household \(i\) is under an active water quality violation defined above, \(i\) and \(t\) are vectors of fixed effects for each household \(^6\) and time period \(t\) respectively, and \(\epsilon_{it}\) is an error term. Standard errors are clustered at the county level because the treatment varies at the county level.

To further investigate the potential causes and consequences of differential changes in total expenditure between wealthier and poorer households, the model in equation 1 is re-estimated with

---

\(^5\)It is possible for households which are not directly affected by a water quality violation to respond if they hear about a violation in their area and thus become more skeptical of their own water supply. This would simply be a different channel by which local water quality violations affect household consumption with similar consequences.

\(^6\)Note that the main effect of \(Below200PctFPL_i\) is excluded from equation 1 because it is collinear with the household fixed effects.
two other dependent variables of interest: the share of household expenditure on avoidance products including bottled water and water filtration devices, and the total number of calories purchased per household member per day. Estimating the event study coefficients for avoidance products serves two complementary purposes: first, it provides corroborating evidence that the estimated effects on total expenditure are attributable to the water quality violation if the decreases in overall expenditure are accompanied by relative increases in avoidance expenditures; and second, if the relative share of expenditures on avoidance is higher for poorer households than for wealthier ones, it confirms that the costs of avoidance are regressive

Estimating the event study with total calories purchased as the dependent variable maps the estimated effects on total expenditure onto their nutritional consequences. While total expenditure and total calories purchased are obviously highly correlated, it is possible that poorer households only forego non-nutritive retail purchases, which would lead to total expenditure decreasing but calories purchased remaining constant. It is also possible that households engage in substitution to keep total calories purchased fixed while reducing total expenditure by purchasing cheaper and more calorie-dense foods. Thus it is necessary to estimate the effect on total calories purchased separately in order to infer the effect of water quality violations on food security.

2.2.2 Event Study

To complement the panel fixed-effects regression described in section 2.2.1, I conduct an event study using the first recorded water quality violation for each household in the sample. This allows for the visualization of heterogeneous treatment effects over time (e.g. more intense effects for violations that take longer to return to compliance) as well as the assessment of parallel trends pre-violation, which is necessary to confirm that the panel fixed-effects regression results are not driven by the continuation of differential trends pre-treatment that would not be absorbed by unit or time fixed effects. I plot event study coefficients for the 24 months prior and 24 months after the violation. Period 0 represents the month in which public notification of the violation was requested.

In addition to the sample restrictions described in section 2.2.1, I impose two additional restrictions on the sample for the event study specification. First, I only use the earliest recorded water quality violation in each county. This is done to prevent the assignment of single observations to multiple time periods. Second, I drop households after the associated active water quality violation in each county. This is done to prevent the assignment of single observations to multiple time periods. This depends on the fairly strong assumption that poorer and wealthier households within a county are equally likely to be affected by water quality violations that occur in that county. Although this is plausible for violations in large community water systems if the majority of the county’s population is served by the same public utility, it may not hold for contaminants such as lead, which are more likely to affect poorer households because they are more likely to have old and corroded lead pipes.

Second, I drop households after the associated active water quality violation. Without data limitations, it would be preferable to set period 0 as the month in which public notification was issued. However, unfortunately, while some violations do have this date recorded in SDWIS, it is missing for the vast majority of recorded violations.

Since counties move in and out of treatment and some counties repeatedly experience water quality violations, it would otherwise be possible for a single observation to be, for example, 4 months into an active water quality violation and 12 months prior to the next violation, putting that observation in both time periods 4 and -12, potentially contaminating either pre- or post-treatment coefficients.
Table 1: Differential Effects of Active Health-Based Water Quality Violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avoidance (Pct. pts.)</th>
<th>Total exp. (USD)</th>
<th>Calories (Cal)</th>
<th>Fat (Grams)</th>
<th>Carbs (Grams)</th>
<th>Sugars (Grams)</th>
<th>Protein (Grams)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Violation ×</td>
<td>0.03***</td>
<td>-0.24***</td>
<td>-49.64***</td>
<td>-2.48***</td>
<td>-5.69***</td>
<td>-3.18***</td>
<td>-1.15***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 200% FPL</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(7.30)</td>
<td>(0.33)</td>
<td>(1.02)</td>
<td>(0.60)</td>
<td>(0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Violation</td>
<td>-0.00</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(3.56)</td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.49)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean of dep. var. 0.59 10.39 1928.51 77.61 253.04 129.19 47.62
Coef. % of mean 4.7% 2.3% 2.6% 3.2% 2.2% 2.5% 2.4%
N 3040007 3040007 3040007 3040007 3040007 3040007 3040007
Adjusted $R^2$ 0.255 0.559 0.421 0.449 0.403 0.367 0.442

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Reported mean of dependent variable is for households below 200% of the federal poverty line.

3 Results

Figure 1 maps the number of health-based violations and the food insecurity rate in 2017, as measured in Feeding America’s 2019 *Map the Meal Gap* report. The average food insecurity rate is positively correlated with the number of health-based violations since 2010, from an average of 12.7% among counties with no recorded violations to 14.2% for counties with 3 violations or more (the 90th percentile), and this relationship is statistically significant ($p < 0.01$). A similar pattern holds for the child food insecurity rate, for which the average among counties with no violations is 18.6% and the average among counties with 3 violations or more is 20.9% ($p < 0.01$).

While this strong positive correlation between food insecurity and water quality violations motivates the research question of this paper, there are many reasons it may not be causal. Both the history of water quality violations and the rate of food insecurity are correlated with income-based poverty rates and themselves could be considered dimensions of a broader definition of poverty. Thus this correlation could be attributable to many other things associated with poverty, including the possibility that wealthier households move away from or avoid moving to an area with a history of water quality violations. To causally identify the effect of water quality violations on household budget constraints and resulting consequences for nutrition, it is necessary to observe consumption within a household before and after a water quality issue emerges.

Table II reports the results of the panel fixed-effects regression which estimates the differential
Figure 1: Maps of Food Insecurity Rate in 2017 and Number of Health-Based Violations Since 2010

Note: A health-based violation is included in a county’s total if it affects at least 500 customers, based on the population served indicated in SDWIS.
effect of an active water quality violation for households below 200% of the federal poverty line relative to their wealthier counterparts. The interaction coefficient in Column 1 of Table 1 is positive and statistically significant (albeit small), confirming that the increase in avoidance expenditures (bottled water and filtration devices) during an active water quality violation is proportionally larger for poorer households. The interaction coefficient in column 2 estimates a $0.24 decline in total expenditures per day (about $7 per month) among poorer households relative to wealthier households in the same area during an active water quality violation. As a consequence, purchased macronutrients per household member per day decline across the board. A decline in calories purchased of about 50 per day translates to about 1,500 per month, or about 0.75 days’ worth of the recommended 2,000 calories per day. In all columns of Table 1, the coefficient on the main effect of an active violation is not statistically significant, suggesting that wealthier households are unaffected by the water quality violation. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the effect of water quality violations on the nutritional content of household grocery purchases is driven by budget constraints rather than preference changes or other channels unrelated to wealth.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 present the event study coefficients for avoidance, total expenditure, and calories per household member per day, respectively. In all three, it is evident that the coefficients in Table 1 are driven by longer-lasting violations. While just under half of water quality violations return to compliance within 6 months, with a mode of 1 month (see Figure 5 for a histogram), almost half (47%) are not, and these long-term violations may be especially problematic for poor households. There are multiple potential explanations for this: longer-term violations may receive more coverage, leading to higher awareness of the water quality problems and thus stronger incentives to substitute avoidance expenditures for grocery purchases, especially if legal action is taken against the water system; longer-lasting violations may mean greater cumulative exposure to contaminants, creating health problems in affected customers that cannot afford avoidance, increasing medical expenses and sick time away from work; or longer-lasting violations may culminate in other forms of economic disruption (e.g. business closures) that effectuate disproportionate negative income shocks on poorer households. More research with more granular data is needed to determine the underlying mechanism of the observed effect heterogeneity with certainty.

4 Discussion

While the data used in this paper offers many unique advantages, including the ability to analyze within-household effects of water quality violations, broad spatial coverage of the United States, and rich product-level data on household consumption, it also comes with limitations. Several of these limitations have already been discussed, including ambiguity over the exact time in which a water quality violation could be expected to change household behavior, the need to impute categorical averages for retail grocery products not represented in the FoodData Central nutrition facts dataset and the inability to determine for sure whether or not a particular household receives water from a source that committed a quality violation. While this paper attempts to address
Figure 2: Event Study of Effect on the Share of Monthly Household Expenditure on Bottled Water and Filtration Devices

**Differential Effect of Health–based Water Quality Violations on Share of Reported Expenditure on Bottled Water and Filtration Devices for Households Below 200% FPL**

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.

these limitations by employing an event study approach that does not require ex-ante specification of a pre- and post-period and showing that the effects hold for categorical expenditure alongside the nutrient measures, further research with more precise data is needed to confirm these findings. This is especially true of the effect magnitudes, since most of the limitations introduce uncertainty that is likely to bias the estimated effects toward zero.

This paper also cannot address what households are spending money on instead of nutritive
Differential Effect of Health–based Water Quality Violations on Total Reported Expenditure for Households Below 200% FPL

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.

products when a water quality problem emerges. There are several possibilities: contaminated water may cause health problems requiring expensive treatment, especially if the impacted poor households are uninsured; reduced trust in household tap water may discourage preparing foods in the home, thus encouraging households to substitute groceries for fast food or other prepared foods that would not be represented in the HomeScan Consumer Panel; or households may be purchasing avoidance in ways that are not reported as consumption in the panel, by installing water filters in the home or purchasing water from retailers other than grocery or department stores. While it is
Differential Effect of Health–based Water Quality Violations on Total Calories Purchased for Households Below 200% FPL

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.

unlikely that any of these possibilities would result in a net improvement in household nutrition, the long-run health consequences of the effects presented by this paper depend on which explanation holds for the majority of households.

Further research is also needed to determine the effect of water quality violations on consumed calories and other macronutrients rather than purchased quantities at grocery stores. The United States Department of Agriculture estimates total food waste in the U.S. between 30 and 40% of the food supply. This suggests that on average, calories consumed will be a proper subset of calories
Figure 5: Histogram of Active Water Quality Violation Durations

47% longer than 6 months

purchased. At the same time, according to USDA ERS, half or more of the food consumed in the United States is prepared outside of the home (e.g. from restaurants) (Saksena et al. 2018). Because the data used in this paper does not include purchases from restaurants, I cannot observe whether households are engaging in substitution of food away from home for groceries (perhaps to avoid cooking with contaminated water) or decreasing their overall food consumption. While food away from home, especially from fast food establishments, tends to be of lower nutritional quality than food prepared at home, this means that more detailed food consumption data would be required to determine which households or particular household members are facing hunger versus those that are consuming more unhealthy foods.

5 Conclusion

Using a panel of household retail purchases, nutritional quantities based on UPC-level nutrition facts, and county-level water quality violations, this paper demonstrates a negative effect of water supply contamination on household nutrition for households with income below 200% of the federal poverty line. Event study coefficients suggest that this effect accumulates over the duration of water quality violations that take several months, or years, to return to compliance. In the same time period, demand for bottled water and filtration devices, which facilitate avoidance of contaminated water, increases among poorer households. By virtue of their lower income, comparable absolute increases in demand for avoidance comprise a larger share of the poorer households’ total monthly expenditure. However, observed demand for avoidance cannot account for the entire decrease in
household retail expenditure of about $7 per month, suggesting either an associated income effect or unobserved avenues of purchasing avoidance. This decline in monthly expenditure is associated with a decrease of about 50 calories purchased per household member per day.

These findings suggest multiple potential welfare gains from increased investment in water quality monitoring, enforcement, and improvement. An estimated 26-38% of water quality violations are either incorrectly or never reported to the federal Safe Drinking Water Information System (SDWIS) [United States Environmental Protection Agency 2000]. Since the findings of this paper focus on the time leading up to the documentation of a water quality violation rather than the actual public notification of the violation, this suggests that households in areas with persistent undetected water quality violations may experience long-term costs that undermine nutrition and other welfare-improving expenditures without recourse. Even among the violations that are detected, significant delays are likely because testing is costly and there are a large number of water suppliers to monitor; the longer these delays are, the more costs accumulate to affected households. Finally, improvements to residential water supply infrastructure would reduce the likelihood of certain types of violations such as dissolved lead regardless of monitoring frequency. In addition to the many known direct benefits of improved water supply [Ao 2016, Clay et al. 2014, Devoto et al. 2012, Ferrie and Troesken 2008, Ritter 2019, Troesken et al. 2011], this paper adds reduced risk of food insecurity to the list of potential welfare improvements resulting from these investments.

This paper also provides additional evidence of spatially-determined disparities in the United States. Much of the residential water infrastructure in centuries-old U.S. cities is outdated, hence the EPA’s request of more than $2 billion in fiscal year 2020 to fund reconstruction projects nationwide. The quality of that infrastructure thus to some extent reflects the historical prosperity of each particular neighborhood. If that infrastructure increases the likelihood of repeated or persistent water quality violations, it will inhibit economic development, as both people and businesses are discouraged from moving in to an area with unsafe water; this in turn makes it more difficult to replace that infrastructure without public funding. Meanwhile, this paper suggests those who live in that neighborhood must choose between exposure to harmful water contaminants or foregoing food on the table to purchase avoidance. Both options carry a risk of developing health conditions, especially for children, that increase the difficulty of social mobility.
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Appendix

A Zip Code Based Active Violation Measures

In the results reported in the main paper, active violations are assigned at the county level because this is the finest geographic unit reported alongside each violation in SDWIS. (A zip code based table is offered by the EPA, but it simply associates every zip code in a particular county with each violation, whether or not that zip code is served by the violating water system.) The largeness of counties introduces uncertainty regarding whether or not each household is likely to be affected by a water quality violation. While this is likely to attenuate estimates by over-assigning treatment, a potential concern is that water quality violations may be concentrated in areas of counties where lower-income households are likely to be located. If lower-income households are systematically more likely to be affected by water quality violations while higher-income households are more likely to be erroneously assigned the treatment, the estimated null effect of water quality violations on households above 200% of the federal poverty line may be explained by these households never actually experiencing the treatment rather than receiving the treatment and not responding to it. This would change the interpretation of the results, although the main conclusion of water quality violations decreasing expenditure on nutritious grocery products for poor households would still apply.

In this section, I present the results of an alternative measure of water quality violations constructed at the zip code level. I accomplish this by using publicly available service area maps for community water systems to determine the zip codes served by each water utility and matching these zip codes to SDWIS violation records using the unique public water system ID. At the time of writing, service area maps had been obtained for public water systems in Arizona, Arkansas, California, Connecticut, Kansas, Louisiana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia. Thus for the results presented in this section, the sample is restricted to households in these states.

Table 2 and Figures 6, 7, and 8 replicate the results of Table 1 and Figures 2, 3, and 4, respectively, with this restricted zip code-based sample. The findings are largely similar (albeit with reduced statistical significance, likely attributable to the greatly reduced sample size), suggesting an increased share of avoidance expenditures, decreased expenditure on grocery purchases, and decreases across the board in purchased nutrients, and accumulating effects for longer-lasting violations. Also similar to the previous findings, there are no significant effects for wealthier households.
Table 2: Differential Effects of Active Health-Based Water Quality Violations (Zip Code Level Data)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Avoidance (Pct. pts.)</th>
<th>Total exp. (USD)</th>
<th>Calories (Cal)</th>
<th>Fat (Grams)</th>
<th>Carbs (Grams)</th>
<th>Sugars (Grams)</th>
<th>Protein (Grams)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active Violation ×</td>
<td>0.04**</td>
<td>-0.24*</td>
<td>-51.47**</td>
<td>-3.13***</td>
<td>-5.31*</td>
<td>-2.29</td>
<td>-1.27**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 200% FPL</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.15)</td>
<td>(21.19)</td>
<td>(0.99)</td>
<td>(2.80)</td>
<td>(1.58)</td>
<td>(0.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Violation</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-8.36</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.07)</td>
<td>(8.68)</td>
<td>(0.48)</td>
<td>(1.11)</td>
<td>(0.62)</td>
<td>(0.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of dep. var.</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>10.32</td>
<td>1909.58</td>
<td>76.46</td>
<td>251.97</td>
<td>128.04</td>
<td>47.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coef. % of mean</td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
<td>516847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted $R^2$</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.448</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Reported mean of dependent variable is for households below 200% of the federal poverty line.
Figure 6: Event Study of Effect on the Share of Monthly Household Expenditure on Bottled Water and Filtration Devices (Zip Code Level Data)

Differential Effect of Health–based Water Quality Violations on Share of Reported Expenditure on Bottled Water and Filtration Devices for Households Below 200% FPL

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.
Figure 7: Event Study of Effect on Total Monthly Expenditure (Zip Code Level Data)

Differential Effect of Health–based Water Quality Violations on Total Reported Expenditure for Households Below 200% FPL

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.
Differential Effect of Health-based Water Quality Violations on Total Calories Purchased for Households Below 200% FPL

Note: To avoid overlapping pre- and post-periods in counties with multiple health-based violations since 2010, the figure above only includes the first observed health violation in the sample for each county.